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We’re Not Just Sports Cars.
Porsche Club of America Absaroka Region
For forty years the Porsche Club of America’s Absaroka Region has been discovering Montana’s hidden treasures. From the world famous Beartooth Highway to the secluded Woodbine Falls, each destination will guarantee you will come home with fond memories. If you drive a Porsche, come join us on our adventures. You’ll encounter new places and meet new friends. We choose routes that are scenic and let you and your Porsche escape for a while. Along the way you’ll meet new and old friends and enjoy some of the best restaurants in the
most off-the-wall places.

At the end the feeling is always the same; “It’s not just the cars, it’s the people.”
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The views or comments expressed in the Absaroka Arrow
newsletter are not necessarily those of the Porsche Club of
America or the Absaroka Region. Absaroka Arrow is published six (6) times a year expressly for the information and
entertainment of the Porsche Club of America - Absaroka
Region, its members and supporters. Absaroka Arrow assumes no responsibility for any submissions. All submissions
become property of Absaroka Arrow unless other arrangements are made with the editor and president. Reprints from
this Newsletter are not permitted without prior permission
from the Editor.
Send editorial submissions to: Dan Cole
Phone: 406.534.3152
E-mail: daniel_g_cole@hotmail.com
Publication dates: 6 times a year
Jan/Feb, Mar/Apr, May/Jun, Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct, Nov/Dec.
The latest Absaroka Arrow and the archived back issues are
available on the Absaroka website.
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Dan Cole, Editor
E-mail: Daniel_G_Cole@hotmail.com
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2001 Boxster S

Submit by the 1st of the month prior to the publication month.
The editor reserves the right to edit the ad if it is over 40
words. The ad is free to members.
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President
Absaroka Region of Porsche Club of America
3319 River Road
Laurel, MT, 59044
Cover Photo: Porsche 917/10—Rennsport Reunion VI
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Porsche Legal
Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG is the owner of numerous trademarks, both registered and unregistered, including without limitation the Porsche Crest®,
Porsche®, Boxster®, Carrera®, Cayenne®, Cayman™, Panamera®, Tiptronic®, VarioCam®, PCM®, 911®, 4S®, FOUR, UNCOMPROMISED.SM and the
model numbers and distinctive shapes of the Porsche automobiles such as, the federally registered 911 and Boxster automobiles in the United States.
The third party trademarks contained herein are the properties of their respective owners. Specifications, performance standards, standard equipment,
options, and other elements shown are subject to change without notice. Some options may be unavailable when a car is built. Some vehicles may be
shown with non-U.S. equipment. Please ask your dealer for advice concerning the current availability of options and verify the optional equipment that
you ordered. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of traffic laws at all times.
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Editor’s Message
Daniel G. Cole — Editor Absaroka Arrow
Well it’s the start of the 41st year of the Absaroka
Closer to home we have activities in our surroundArrow as the newsletter for the Absaroka Region of ing regions to participate in and here in the Abthe Porsche Club of America.
saroka Region the leadership team is working on
some fun stuff like the Baked Potato Party in FebruThere is a lot going on this year in the Porsche Club ary, participating in the Cardboard Classic in Red
of America. At the national level, the season kicks Lodge in March, our season kick off to Chico in
off on Amelia Island in South Carolina with Werks
April, a trip to Tippet Rise outside Red Lodge, a dinReunion in March, followed by Treffen in Santa Bar- ner ride on the Charlie Russel Choo Choo outside
bara, California in April, 64th Porsche Parade in
Lewistown, Montana and our 12th All Euro Car Show
Boca Raton, Florida in July, Werks Reunion in Mon- in August.
terey, California in August and finally wrapping up
with Treffen in Woodstock, Vermont. PANORAMA
All of these activities mean lots of opportunities to
or the PCA website will have all the details and we’ll explore Montana in your Porsche, have fun and
publish them here soon as we get them.
take lots of picture to put in the Absaroka Arrow
and make memories with friends.

40th Anniversary
Absaroka Region
Beer Steins
After a great drive in the Absarokas in
your Porsche celebrate the 40th birthday
of the Absaroka Region in style with a
cold beverage in a genuine German Absaroka 40th Birthday Stein! We have a
limited quantity, so get you order in to
Stephanie Haider fast. Once they're gone,
they're gone!
These steins are stoneware, with a fired
full color anniversary logo. They hold a
pint (0.5 Liter) of your favorite brew with
lots of room for a big fluffy head of foam!
The price per stein is: $25.00.

Prost!
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President’s Message
Herb Stoick — President Absaroka Region
I hope everyone had an opportunity to enjoy the
company of family and friends over the holidays,
and also have spent some time remembering
those we have lost for now.

We have until March to get it built. It looks like
our January calendar is pretty slow, with just breakfast on the twelfth.

Looking back over my year most of the memorable
928 international offers their used parts at half off moments were our club activities; the drives picuntil Christmas, so that's where I did most of my
nics, dinners, and the car show (will we ever top
last year?). I would like to thank you all for such a
shopping!
great level of participation, that's what makes our
Winter finally showed up and put the kibosh on
club so much fun. And for helping me be your
driving Handbasket, but not before I ran into Dan, leader (There is a famous quote "Which way did
Jo, and Stephanie at Canyon Creek on Steph's
they go? I must find them, for I am their leader!”) I
birthday. Winter is always a busy time for me; add- am looking forward to next year and wish each of
ing feeding cows and hauling firewood to the list of you peace health and happiness.
to do's besides running the shop and remodeling
my house, but I have been gathering up some very Yours truly, Herb.
strong cardboard for building a Porsche cardboard
classic. Anyone with ideas for the body design ?
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ABSAROKA REGION 2018 CALENDAR OF EVENTS

2019 ABSAROKA REGION EVENTS
JANUARY
10

Billings Breakfast Club — Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

FEBRUARY
9

Billings Breakfast Club — Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

23

Baked Potato Party—Location TBD

MARCH
2

Cardboard Classic, Red Lodge, MT

9

Billings Breakfast Club — Grains of Montana, Billings, MT

APRIL
27

Season Kickoff Tour — Road to Chico—Chico Hot Springs

2019 NATIONAL PCA EVENTS
MARCH
8

PCA Werks Reunion, Amelia Island, SC

APRIL
3-6

PCA Treffen Santa Barbara, CA

JULY
21-27

PCA Porsche Parade, Boca Raton, FL

AUGUST
16

PCA Werks Reunion, Salinas, CA

SEPTEMBER
4-7

PCA Treffen, Woodstock, VT

ZONE 14 —

BSK, YEL, ABS, WRS, POL, LSP

FUELED BY VOLUNTEERS
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The “Number 1” Lives on
Switzerland played a leading role in the beginnings of the Porsche story: The 356 “No. 1” Roadster made its
debut in the country’s capital city, the vehicle’s first appearance at a trade fair was in Geneva and its first
owner lived in Zurich. It is therefore only fitting that the 70th anniversary of the sports car was celebrated
by driving the very first Porsche through the Bernese Highlands.

The “Number 1” could be forgiven
for being a bit daunted by this
prospect, particularly given that
the outdoor temperature had risen
to an oppressive 31 degrees. Even
the traffic lights in the Swiss capital of Bern seemed to be against
the very first Porsche, the midengine roadster from 1948, allowing what seemed like no more
than three cars through each time
that the lights turned green. By the
time that the vehicle eventually
reached the inclines of the Bernese Highlands, bubbles had already started to form in the fuel
system, forcing the driver to give
the car a break. The good thing
about all these pit stops was the
fact that it gave us more time with
this unique relic from Germany’s

largest sports car brand.
The “Number 1” was returned to
Porsche in 1958 and after a long
period out of action the vehicle
has been restored for use on the
road. It was high time to get it
back on the asphalt from its early
years – and specifically the roads
of Switzerland. The mid-engine
purrs behind the occupants while
at the same time generating an
incredible amount of heat. Despite
intermediate acceleration and
double clutching, the unsynchronized four-speed transmission
crunches slightly as it moves
through the gears, while the
speedometer needle dances to its
own rhythm.
From a technical perspective,
there’s not much to write home

about in the world’s first Porsche.
An aluminum body has been hammered over a lattice tube frame
and the axles, steering, wheels
and brakes all originated from the
VW Beetle, as did the 1.1-litre engine. At one time, Porsche did enhance the engine by 10 hp with
the help of newly constructed cylinder heads, although the output
was still just 35 hp. However, the
engine needs to move just 585
kilograms of vehicle weight, enabling a maximum speed of at least
135 km/h. The engine still bears
the original number.
The “Number 1” is flanked by four
other classics
During its tour through Switzer-
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land, the “Number 1” is flanked by
four other classics: a 356 A 1600
S Coupé, a 356 B 1600 Super 90
Coupé, a 356 A 1600 S Speedster
and one of the ultra-rare 356 B
2000 GS Carrera 2 Cabriolets with
a Fuhrmann vertical shaft engine
from 1962, of which only 34 were
built. The convoy gets a lot of attention – perhaps because the
“Number 1” is not recognized immediately by everyone.
From the “VW Sport” to the forefather of all Porsche models
The “Number 1” actually began life
as the “Type 356 VW sports car”,
or the “VW Sport” for short. The
idea for the vehicle was conceived
back in the summer of 1947. And
by February 5, 1948, Ferry Porsche took his place behind the
wheel in the new chassis for the
first time. This first outing actually
took place in the Austrian town of
Gmünd as the Porsche company
had been ordered to leave Germany in 1944. Ferdinand Porsche
re-embraced his Austrian roots
and moved his business across the
border. It was also at this point
that the connection between the
“Number 1” body shell and Switzerland first cropped up: During
those post-war years, lightweight
metals were incredibly difficult to
get hold of in Austria, but not in
Switzerland. In return for his sales
permit, Porsche had to promise
the government in Vienna that the
vehicle being made of this precious commodity would be sold
abroad – Austria needed foreign
exchanges.
However, it was several months
before the car was stable and
ready. In fact, before even completing the “No. 1”, Porsche had
already started constructing the
356 series models, which featured

a rear engine rather than the midengine. In spite of this, Porsche
chose not to assign the series a
new development number, no
doubt because he was already
busy with other designs, such as
the Type 360, the Cisitalia racing
car.
When the time came to present
the “Sport 356/1” as the roadster
was officially known, Porsche
looked to Switzerland once again,
choosing the surroundings of the
popular Swiss Grand-Prix held at
Circuit Bremgarten, which was already teaming with representatives from the trade press. It was
here that the first journalists
tested the car before the race on
the 7.26-kilometre and incredibly
dangerous track. The ever first
driving report about a Porsche was
thus published in the Swiss Automobil-Revue magazine on July 7,
1948: The report professed “full
confidence” in the car, a “modern,
low-slung, practical sports car”,
suitable for “daily use by a sports
driver but also for participating in
sporting events...”, offering
“control and stability in tight
bends”.
The “Number 1’s” road
through Switzerland

“Porsche” signature to make it
read “Pesco”, the idea being that it
sounded Italian and therefore
would not function as advertising
for Porsche. Due to various problems with the vehicle, he sold it to
a car dealer about a year later. After that, this unappreciated classic
changed hands in Switzerland
every couple of months until
sports car fan Hermann Schulthess discovered the treasure in
1952. Schulthess got Porsche to
install new brakes and convert the
engine to 1.5 liters so that he
could take part in Swiss slalom
events, which he did until six nuns
in an Opel drove into the back of
him during an trip up into the
mountains. He used the significant
repairs required as an opportunity
to make further enhancements,
including larger wheel arches and
round tail lights. After further
changes in ownership, the “No 1”
eventually made its way back to
Porsche – owner Franz Blaser received a brand new 356 Speedster
in exchange for the original vehicle.
The 356 A 1600 S Speedster in
Switzerland

At the time, Porsche was also
thinking about manufacturing the
new 356 sports car entirely in
Suffering from a continuous lack
of funds because the 356 models Switzerland. Series production in
Gmünd was not really feasible, pristill in progress had to be prefinanced, Porsche eventually sold marily for political reasons. As a
the “No. 1” in Switzerland. As the result, just 52 chassis were built
there. As it happened, the second
first road-approved Porsche, the
Porsche, the 356/2, was sent to
vehicle received its ZH 20640
the Beutler body shop based in
number plate on December 20.
Thun in the Bernese Highlands in
Peter Kaiser, a German architect
order to check the feasibility of a
living in Zurich, became the vehicabriolet version. Ernst Beutler
cle’s first private owner, paying
CHF 7,500 for the privilege. Kaiser was impressed: The first 1:1 drawings were created in July 1948.
replaced the cable-actuated
Porsche was delighted, and an orbrakes with a hydraulic mechader for another five units quickly
nism and tinkered with the
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followed.
From Switzerland back to Germany
Even Porsche’s first trade fair appearance was in Switzerland: A
Gmünd-Coupé (356/2-001) costing CHF 15,000 and a BeutlerCabrio (356/2-002) costing CHF
17,000 stood polished to perfection on stand 11 in the main hall
at the Geneva International Motor
Show held in 1949.
The associations with Switzerland
began to taper off towards end of
1949 when Porsche decided to
settle back in Germany rather
than in the Alps. Porsche moved
his newly founded “Porsche Konstruktionen GmbH” to a 600square-metre hall belonging to
“Karosseriewerke Reutter & Co.
GmbH” in StuttgartZuffenhausen. In return, Reutter
received an order to build 500
steel bodies. From March 1950
onwards, the first 356 models
were manufactured and the
Coupé version was sold for
10,500 German Marks.
We enjoy the last few kilometers

in the “Number 1”, the engine
purring once again now that it’s
had a good ten minutes to cool
down. Our heads tower over the
two-piece windscreen, which was
really only designed as a wind
deflector. Jan Heidak (24), a mechanic at the Porsche Museum,
gently manipulates the floormounted pedals, cautiously ensuring that the car can still perform its duties as a unique ambassador at Goodwood in the UK,
Vancouver, California and China
in celebration of 70 years of Porsche.
Comparison drive in the A
and B models
The comparison drive demonstrates just how much the series
356 models differ from the
“Number 1” – aside from the fact
that the engine was moved to the
rear for reasons of space. The
oldest “younger” 356 here is the
1600 Coupé from model year
1956. All four gears are synchronized but the shifting behavior is
rather imprecise. The bowlshaped steering wheel seems
huge in comparison, the seats
are like armchairs and the output
of 60 hp has no trouble heaving

the 850-kilogramme athlete. The
heat also has no effect on it. The
other 356 models are also not
fazed: The later the model year,
the easier the vehicles are to
drive. The cream of the crop is
the open-top Carrera 2 – its 130
hp just begging to show you what
the car can do, while the powerful
sound of the flat engine immediately lodges itself in your brain,
never to be forgotten.
And yet the same applies to our
time in the unique “VW sport” –
the first and only mid-engine-356
in the world.

Jan Heidak,
mechanic at the Porsche Museum, driving
through Marly.
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Back to the Roots
The 356 “No. 1” Roadster was registered on June 8, 1948—and underwent considerable modification
over the next several decades. Porsche has now brought the original
form of its first sports car back to
life as a show car.
The “No. 1” always wore custommade suits. Back in 1948, tinsmith
Friedrich Weber spent two months
clothing the first Porsche. The original apparel didn’t last very long,
however, for the roadster not only
changed hands many times over
the years. It was damaged and repaired, modernized and converted.
Its attire kept changing but its identity remained the same. It was
shaped by history. Yet its essence
remains inviolable.
The original condition of the “No. 1”
Roadster is lost and can no longer
be restored. But its custom-made
suit has been reconceived in something very close to the original form
and reproduced using the same materials and techniques. This painstaking, manual labor of love, however, couldn’t be completed overnight. In their efforts to create a
copy of the 1948 roadster body
that’s true to the original in every
detail and dimension, experts from

the Porsche Museum first made a 3
-D scan of the existing vehicle. A
computer then superimposed these
virtual results onto the design drawings from 1948, which had been
scanned as well. This revealed a
number of deviations. Step by step,
the radii from a fixed point were
modified to match the original
form. Archive staff members consulted all the original photos available, studied drawings, and analyzed journals. Finally, a computerassisted milling machine carved out
a life-size model of the car from a
block of rigid foam.
Original vs. show car
When placed next to the car from
1948, some significant differences
are evident. The original roadster’s
body tapered more to the rear. Its
front had a more pronounced nose.
The original one-part rear lid, which
folded at the back, extended from
the passenger compartment to just
over the rear bumper. It was later
replaced on the roadster by a twopart construction with a lateral
panel over the engine and a shorter
hood over the rear storage space.
With the help of original wooden
gauges, a replica of the original
“No. 1” car body finally took shape—
similar to the way in which the original aluminum body was made seventy years ago. In 1948 its metal

sheeting was bent, pulled, and
pushed using hand tools. This same
meticulous attention to detail extended to formulating the color for
the replica’s paint job. The original
car had been painted over a number of times, so samples were
taken from under the dashboard
and analyzed in order to reproduce
the original shade as closely as possible. Period fittings with dials
adapted exactly to their original
counterparts flank the steering column. Even the mats are knotted in
the same way they were seventy
years ago. The only thing the replica
can’t do is drive. An engine won’t be
placed into its mesh frame, and its
rear axle consists of a simple pipe.
The front axle—including the steering system and wheel—was taken
from a Volkswagen Beetle, as with
the original.
The car’s significance for Porsche
isn’t merely historical; it’s highly
symbolic
It took eight months to complete
this new, custom-made classic
suit—for a show car whose significance for Porsche isn’t merely historical; it’s highly symbolic. Its lines,
driving dynamics, and lightweight
construction constitute the core of
the sports car brand. And this Porsche 356 “No. 1” Show Car recently
set off on a trip around the world.
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Breakfast
Please join us for a cup of coffee
or a hearty breakfast! Every second Saturday, rain, sleet, snow,
or sunshine, the Absaroka Region meets for breakfast, and
you are welcome! Meet with us
at Grains of Montana located at
926 Grand Ave, in Billings, at
9:00a.m., for good food and spirited conversation.

Every 2nd Saturday

Join Us for

It’s a great opportunity to meet
other club members, look at an
ever-changing collection of Porsches, and enjoy a tasty meal. It
is also a very good reason to get
out of bed on a Saturday morning and meet the folks before
tackling the honey-do list!
Don’t be shy, please join us!
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